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A novel strategy to search for leptoquark (LQ) production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is
proposed. Our method relies on the observation that the probability to find a charged lepton with
a given momentum fraction in the proton (p) is sufficiently large to allow for a measurable rate of
s-channel production of a hypothetical LQ in pp collisions. In our analysis, decay final states with a
high transverse momentum (pT ) electron or muon and a high-pT light-flavour jet are targeted. Using
the precision calculation of the lepton parton distribution functions that recently became available,
we derive, for the case of scalar LQs, new bounds for the different flavour final states that arise from
the LHC Run II. These limits represent the most stringent direct constraints to date on minimal
first- and second-generation scalar LQs in large parts of the parameter space. The prospects of our
method at future LHC runs are also explored.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Sv, 25.30.-c
Introduction. Leptoquarks (LQs) are hypothetical
coloured bosons that carry both a baryon number and a lep-
ton number [1], meaning they all have in common that once
produced they can decay to a lepton (`) and a quark (q)
— see [2] for a recent LQ review. Because of their non-
zero colour charge, LQs can be pair-produced at hadron
colliders via gluon-fusion
(
i.e. gg → LQ LQ → (`q)(`q)) or
quark-fusion
(
i.e. qq¯ → LQ LQ→ (`q)(`q)). For sufficiently
large LQ-lepton-quark couplings, also pair-production via
t-channel exchange of a lepton becomes relevant, and LQ
exchange contributes to Drell-Yan like dilepton production
qq¯ → `+`− and single LQ production in gq → `+`−q. Both
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have exploited the dif-
ferent channels at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to con-
strain the parameter space of LQ models (cf. [3–9] for re-
sults obtained at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV)
and the subject has also received renewed theoretical inter-
est (see for instance [10–15]).
In this letter, we present a new search strategy for LQs
at hadron colliders, which relies on the fact that once QED
interactions are considered, charged-lepton parton distribu-
tion functions (PDFs) of the proton (p) are generated. The
lepton PDFs are small compared to that of quarks and glu-
ons, since they are suppressed by two powers of the ratio of
the electromagnetic coupling constant αem over the strong
coupling constant αs. A first implementation of a PDF set
with leptons was put forward in [16], that was however af-
fected by large uncertainties. Based upon the so-called LUX
method [17, 18], a precise determination of the lepton PDFs
has become available recently [19]. These lepton PDFs have
been combined with the NNPDF3.1luxQED set [20] into a new
PDF set dubbed LUXlep [19]. In the following we will use
the LUXlep set to compute the cross sections for resonant
single LQ production `q → LQ→ `q in pp collisions, study-
ing final states with a high transverse momentum (pT ) elec-
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FIG. 1. Tree-level Feynman diagram describing resonant single
LQ production in pp collisions with a final state consisting of a
lepton and a jet.
tron (e) or muon (µ) and a high-pT light-flavour jet (j),
to derive bounds on the parameter space for the different
flavour final states of first- and second-generation scalar
LQs. The corresponding tree-level Feynman diagram is
shown in Fig. 1.
LQ interactions. We follow [14] and consider scalar LQs
which couple only to one lepton and quark flavour, taking
them to be singlets under the SU(2)L part of the Standard
Model (SM) gauge group. In order to obtain SU(2)L invari-
ant interactions, we couple the LQs to the SU(2)L singlet
leptons and quarks, i.e. the right-handed SM fermions. Us-
ing the notation where all singlet fields are represented by
left-handed charge conjugate fields, the scalar LQ coupling
to singlet electrons and up quarks can then be written as
L ⊃ λeuLQeu (EcU c)∗ + h.c. , (1)
where the spinor indices of Ec and U c are contracted
anti-symmetrically. In the limit of large scalar LQ
masses, i.e. M  m`,mq, the corresponding total decay
width of the LQ is given by
Γ =
|λeu|2
16pi
M , (2)
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FIG. 2. Distributions of mej after imposing the experimental
selection requirements as detailed in the text. The coloured his-
tograms are stacked and represent the SM backgrounds. The LQ
signal prediction corresponds to M = 3 TeV and λeu = 1 and is
superimposed as a black line. The events are binned in 100 GeV
bins and all predictions are obtained for 100 fb−1 of pp collisions
at
√
s = 13 TeV.
and due to the minimal character of the LQ, it decays almost
exclusively to the eu final state. The expressions (1) and (2)
also apply to all other flavour combinations after obvious
replacements of fields and indices.
Analysis strategy. Event generation and show-
ering is performed with MadGraph5 aMCNLO [21] and
PYTHIA 8.2 [22]. Since at present PYTHIA 8.2 cannot han-
dle incoming leptonic partons, we have replaced all initial
state leptons by photons in the Les Houches files to shower
the events. As a result our simulation does not include lep-
tons but quarks arising from photon splitting in the parton
shower backward evolution.1 The signal predictions corre-
sponding to s-channel single LQ production pp→ LQ→ `q
are generated at leading order (LO) using the implementa-
tion of the Lagrangian (1) presented in [12] together with
LUXlep PDFs [19].
Our analysis uses experimentally identified jets, elec-
trons, muons and missing transverse energy (ET,miss).
FastJet 3 [24] is used to construct anti-kt jets [25] of radius
R = 0.4. Our analysis is implemented in CheckMATE 2 [26],
which employs Delphes 3 [27] as a fast detector simulator.
Detector effects are simulated by smearing the momenta of
the reconstructed objects, and by applying reconstruction
and identification efficiency factors tuned to mimic the per-
formance of the ATLAS detector. In particular, electron
1 We remark that the inclusion of incoming leptons in shower
Monte Carlos is not difficult to realise and one can expect it to
become available in the near future [23].
candidates are required to satisfy the tight identification
criteria of ATLAS [28], while muon candidates must ful-
fil the ATLAS quality selection criteria optimised for high-
pT performance [29, 30]. The corresponding reconstruc-
tion and identification efficiency for electrons amounts to
90% for pT > 500 GeV, while for muons the reconstruction
and identification efficiency is 69% (57%) at pT = 1 TeV
(pT = 2.5 TeV) — cf. for example [31, 32]. ET,miss is re-
constructed from the sum of the smeared calorimeter de-
posits, including an extra smearing factor that effectively
parametrises additional QCD activity due to pile-up and
has been tuned to match the ATLAS distributions.
The basic selections in our signal region require a lepton (e
or µ) with |η`| < 2.5 and pT,` > 500 GeV and a light-flavour
jet with |ηj | < 2.5 and pT,j > 500 GeV. We furthermore de-
mand ET,miss < 50 GeV, veto events that contain additional
leptons with |η`| < 2.5 and pT,` > 7 GeV and impose a jet
veto on subleading jets with |ηj | < 2.5 and pT,j > 30 GeV.2
The jet veto limits the amount of hadronic activity and en-
sures that the background from tt¯, s- and t-channel single
top production are negligible in the signal region.
The dominant SM background turns out to beW−+j pro-
duction which is generated at next-to-leading order (NLO).
Next-to-next-leading order QCD and electroweak effects
that would effectively reduce the size of the W− + j back-
ground prediction in the phase space region of interest [33]
are not included in our analysis. Subleading backgrounds
arise from Z + j, WW , W−Z and tW production and are
simulated at LO and normalised to the known NLO cross
sections. At high values of m`j also `
−+ j production from
an initial-state lepton and quark via t-channel exchange of
a photon or Z boson represents a relevant irreducible back-
ground. We include this background at LO.3 For each back-
ground process, the number of events after cuts is fitted and
extrapolated to high invariant lepton-jet masses m`j using
e−amb+c lnm`j`j . This functional form is commonly used in
experimental searches (see for instance [32]).
In Fig. 2 the distributions of the invariant mass mej
of the electron and the leading jet are displayed for the
SM backgrounds, and for a benchmark scalar LQ with mass
M = 3 TeV and λeu = 1, after applying the event selection
described above. An integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 un-
der LHC Run II conditions is assumed. Our benchmark LQ
has a width of Γ ' 60 GeV. One observes that the sum of
the SM backgrounds is a steeply falling distribution, while
the LQ signal exhibits a narrow peak as indicated by the
black line. The tt¯, s- and t-channel single top backgrounds
are not shown, since they are very small.
Notice that our background prediction does not include
fake electrons from jet misidentification and non-prompt
electrons from the decay of heavy-flavoured hadrons. In ac-
tual experimental analyses the background contributions
2 Since we have replaced incoming leptons with photons, the jet- and
lepton-veto induce a mismodelling of the signal strength. We esti-
mate this effect to be of O(10%), and therefore to only mildly affect
the derived LQ limits.
3 As a check of the simulation we have computed the signal and back-
grounds also using POWHEG [34–40], and modelled detector effects by
simple smearing of the particle momenta at the Monte Carlo truth
level, along the lines of [19].
3FIG. 3. 95% CL limits on the parameter space of minimal LQeq bosons with q = u, d, s, c. The red (orange) shaded regions
correspond to the parameter space that is excluded by resonant single LQ production at the LHC Run II (future LHC runs). The
black lines indicate the PP limits obtained in [14] by recasting the results [9], the green lines correspond to the DY bounds derived
in [14] using [41], while the yellow lines represent the SP projections [14] of the search [42]. The dashed blue lines correspond to the
constraints from QW measurements [14]. The parameter spaces to the left and/or above the lines are ruled out. See text for further
details.
from events with fake or non-prompt leptons is typically ex-
tracted from the data using a matrix method as described
for example in [43]. Since we cannot perform such a data-
driven background estimate, we mimic the impact of the
multijet background in our analysis by incorporating them
into the systematic background uncertainties. Specifically,
we employ the post-fit systematic uncertainties in the ex-
pected number of events for the total background reported
in the recent ATLAS ` + ET,miss analysis [32]. Doubling
the given errors we find, in the case of electrons, total back-
ground uncertainties of 3%, 30% and 250% for mej values
of 1 TeV, 3 TeV and 5 TeV, respectively. The corresponding
numbers in the case of final states with a muon turn out to
be 3%, 24% and 50%. The quoted uncertainties will be used
below when determining the bounds on the LQ parameter
space that can be obtained at the LHC.
4FIG. 4. 95% CL limits on the parameter space of minimal LQµq bosons with q = u, d, s, c. Apart from the PP exclusions that have
been obtained in [14] by a recast of [7], the colours, styles and meanings of the shown bounds resemble those of Fig. 3. Consult the
main text for further explanations.
LHC constraints. The resonance line shape of the LQ
signal is modelled by a relativistic Breit-Wigner that is fitted
to the distribution of events after showering, reconstruction
and cuts. In this way the broadening of the peak by PDF,
parton shower and non-perturbative effects is described. We
find that the convoluted signal is broader by a factor of
4.2 (2.2) than the initial signal for M = 2 TeV (M = 5 TeV).
The statistical significance of any localised excess in the
m`j distribution is quantified using a sliding window ap-
proach after binning the background and signal predictions.
The bin size is thereby taken to be equal to the m`j res-
olution. This resolution is estimated by combining the in-
formation on the dilepton and dijet mass resolutions given
in [31] and [44], respectively. Using a simple error propa-
gation, we find that the mass resolution amounts to 2.2%
(4.3%) at 1 TeV and 1.5% (11%) at 5 TeV in the electron
(muon) case. The width of the search window is then varied
from a minimum of twice the m`j resolution up to 2 TeV,
and the optimal width is determined for each signal hy-
pothesis such that the LQ signal deviates most significantly
from the smooth background distribution. The significance
is calculated as a Poisson ratio of likelihoods modified to in-
5corporate systematic uncertainties on the background using
the Asimov approximation [45].
Figs. 3 and 4 display the most relevant 95% confi-
dence level (CL) limits on the magnitude of the couplings
λ`q as a function of the mass M for first- and second-
generation scalar LQs. The bounds that derive from our
novel search strategy for resonant single LQ production
are displayed as red (LHC Run II constraints) and or-
ange (projections) shaded regions. The dashed-dotted red,
solid red and dashed orange lines assume an integrated
luminosity of 36 fb−1, 139 fb−1 and 300 fb−1 for pp colli-
sions at
√
s = 13 TeV, respectively, while the dotted or-
ange lines assume 3 ab−1 of
√
s = 14 TeV data. The
most stringent limits on the mass of first-generation [9]
and second-generation [7] scalar LQs, obtained from pair-
production (PP) searches, are indicated as black lines.
These limits are based on 36 fb−1 of LHC Run II data
and correspond to M > 1435 GeV and M > 1530 GeV
for first- and second-generation LQs, respectively. Strictly
speaking, they only apply to the case of vanishing LQ-
lepton-quark couplings, since PP via t-channel exchange
of a lepton has not been considered in the CMS analy-
ses. As shown in [14] this simplification has, however, a
minor impact for |λ`q| . 1. Since the inclusion of lep-
ton exchange diagrams leads to a non-negligible theoretical
uncertainty due to missing NLO corrections, following [14]
we include the lepton exchange contribution and indicate
the PP bounds by dotted black lines for |λ`q| > 1. The
green lines correspond to the Drell-Yan (DY) bounds de-
rived in [14] from the CMS results [41], while the yellow
lines depict the single production (SP) projections [14] of the
CMS LHC Run I search [42]. Both sets of bounds assume
36 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The couplings λeq
with q = u, d are also subject to the constraints arising from
atomic parity violation, and from parity-violating electron
scattering experiments that measure the weak charge (QW )
of protons and nuclei. The relevant 95% CL bound reads
|λeq| < 0.17M/TeV [14] and is shown in the upper two pan-
els of Fig. 3 as a dashed blue line. As is evident from these
panels, in the case of λeu (λed) the hypothetical 139 fb
−1
bounds obtained from s-channel single LQ production are
more stringent than the constraints from QW measurements
for M . 3.4 TeV (M . 2.3 TeV). In the high-luminosity
phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) the corresponding limits can
be expected to surpass the bounds from QW measurements
for scalar LQ masses up to around 5.2 TeV (4.1 TeV).
Conclusions and outlook. In this letter, we have
demonstrated that s-channel single LQ production provides
very sensitive direct probes of first- and second-generation
scalar LQs at the LHC. Our new proposal takes advantage of
the fact that the lepton PDFs in the proton are sufficiently
large to yield measurable rates for `q → LQ→ `q scattering
in pp collisions. By studying final states with a high-pT elec-
tron or muon and a light-flavour jet, we have shown that a
simple ET,miss requirement combined with a lepton and jet
veto are sufficient to suppress all relevant SM backgrounds
to a level that allows for a successful bump hunt for LQ
masses in the TeV range, potentially leading to a discovery.
For the case of minimal first- and second-generation scalar
LQs, we have performed a dedicated analysis and found that
the limits that can be derived from LHC Run II data can
represent the most stringent direct constraints to date in
large parts of the parameter space. In fact, the obtained
exclusions are so strong that they even surpass the indirect
limits from QW measurements that constrain the LQ-e-u
(LQ-e-d) coupling for LQ masses below 3.4 TeV (2.3 TeV).
At the HL-LHC the latter bounds can be expected to be
pushed up to approximately 5.2 TeV (4.1 TeV). In view of
the simplicity of the proposed LQ signature and its discov-
ery reach, we urge the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to
perform dedicated resonance searches in final states featur-
ing a single electron or muon and a single light-flavoured jet
in future LHC runs.
We finally note that after some modifications the general
search strategy proposed by us can also be applied to other
flavour combinations and/or other LQ quantum numbers
and spins. A particular interesting application in this con-
text seems to be the case of third-generation vector LQs
that may be constrained by looking for a resonant signal
in the τb channel. Given the more complicated nature of
this final state, performing a dedicated analysis is, however,
beyond the scope of this letter and thus left for future work.
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